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Abstract. Automatic differentiation (AutoDiff) in machine learning is
largely restricted to expressions used for neural networks (NN), with the
depth rarely exceeding a few tens of layers. Compared to NN, numeri-
cal simulations typically involve iterative algorithms like time steppers
that lead to millions of iterations. Even for modest-sized models, this may
yield infeasible memory requirements when applying the adjoint method,
also called backpropagation, to time-dependent problems. In this situa-
tion, checkpointing algorithms provide a trade-off between recomputa-
tion and storage. This paper presents the package Checkpointing.jl that
leverages expression transformations in the programming language Julia
and the package ChainRules.jl to automatically and transparently trans-
form loop iterations into differentiated loops. The user may choose be-
tween various checkpointing algorithm schemes and storage devices. We
describe the unique design of Checkpointing.jl and demonstrate its fea-
tures on an automatically differentiated MPI implementation of Burgers’
equation on the Polaris cluster at the Argonne Leadership Computing
Facility.

Keywords: Julia · Automatic differentiation · Checkpointing

1 Introduction

Automatic differentiation [8] (AutoDiff) is a technique for generating derivatives
of a given implemented function y = f(x) with input x ∈ Rn and output y ∈ Rm,
by differentiating the code at the statement level and applying the chain rule of
derivative calculus. The differentiated code is required in optimization, nonlinear
partial differential equations (PDE), sensitivity analysis, inverse problems, and
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machine learning. The associativity of the chain rule leads to two main modes
of code differentiation: the forward mode and the reverse mode. The forward
mode computes the Jacobian-vector product ẏ = ∇J(x) · ẋ with ˙ denoting the
tangents or directional derivatives. The reverse mode, also known as backprop-
agation in machine learning, computes the transposed Jacobian-vector product
x̄ = ȳ · ∇J(x), with ¯ denoting adjoints. Note that the adjoint of the input x̄ is
computed with respect to the adjoint of the output ȳ. This implies a data flow
reversal throughout the entire program. During the forward run y = f(x), all the
intermediate values of x at each statement need to be stored for the reverse run
x̄ = ȳ · ∇J(x). This comes at a high cost of memory, increasing its complexity
to at least the runtime complexity when assuming nonlinear functions f . The
upside of the reverse mode is that the gradient of a scalar function f with m = 1
can be computed at O (1)·cost(f) versus O (n)·cost(f) for the forward mode. As
a remedy, checkpointing in AutoDiff refers to a trade-off between recomputation
and the memory requirement for storing the intermediate values.

In this paper, we will focus on the common pattern of time-stepping loops or
iterative loops in general that appear in numerical simulations further explained
in Section 1.1 and apply it to the Burgers’ equation (see Figure 1). For the first
time, through expression transformations and code reflection in Julia, we make
checkpointing for iterative loops in AutoDiff fully transparent to the user.

1.1 Adjoint Timestepping Checkpointing

Most numerical problems require the evaluation of nonlinear expressions, either
due to direct nonlinear function expressions (e.g., polynomials, trigonometric
functions, etc.) or due to the evaluation of conditional expressions (e.g., IF-
ELSE). Furthermore, these expressions are found in iterative sequences, either
as part of a time-stepping model or an iterative solver (or both). In reverse-mode
AutoDiff, these variables are required in reverse order compared to the execution
of the nonlinear primal model (see f and f̄ in Figure 2). Two extreme approaches
exist to access these variables, either storing all (see Figure 2) or recomputing all
that are necessary. For complex models, neither of these approaches is practical.
Checkpointing provides a computational solution that can help circumvent these
issues by reducing the amount of storage at the expense of increased run time.

One well-known use is the computation of the so-called adjoint (gradient) of
a model-data misfit (or cost) function, as is done in data assimilation based on
gradient-based, PDE-constrained optimization. For example, the gradient of a
cost function with respect to a very high-dimensional space of control variables
via minimization of a Lagrangian,

L = J −
tf∑
t=1

x̄t (xt − f(xt−1)) , (3)

where J is a previously defined cost function and, in general, requires knowledge
of all forward steps. In this notation, xt refers to the model state at time t, and
f is a nonlinear model that steps the state from time t − 1 to time t. In this
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(a) Initial velocity magnitude with v0 =
v(0, x, y)

(b) Final velocity magnitude with
v(tf , x, y)

(c) Sensitivity ū0 of the final energy with
respect to the initial velocity u0

(d) Sensitivity v̄0 of the final energy with
respect to the initial velocity v0

Fig. 1: Adjoint solution to Burgers’ equation with dx = 3e − 2, dy = 3e − 2,
dt = 3e − 3, and ν = 1e − 2 on a grid (Nx,Ny) = (1 000, 1 000) and 10 000
timesteps. This requires around 10002 × 10 000 × 4 fields × 8B = 320GB of
memory to store all the intermediate timesteps for the adjoint computation.
Our solution enables a user to transparently trade this high memory footprint
for a runtime overhead of around 10− 12 while reducing the footprint to 1.6GB

(and other examples), where the numerical state at each time step t may be of
the order 105 − 107, and with iteration (i.e., time-stepping) loops of the order
104−106 keeping the required state in memory is not feasible. The solution is to
use checkpointing. Instead of storing all system states during the forward pass,
“checkpoints” at specified intervals are stored on disk, which can subsequently
be restored to recompute future states.

Adjoint method The adjoint method aims to minimize the Lagrangian de-
scribed in (3) to compute the adjoint variables, x̄t. Say the cost function is given
by J(xtf ), and we wish to know how J depends on the initial condition x0. This
sensitivity is captured in x̄0, the adjoint variable at the initial time. Taking a
derivative of (3) with respect to x̄t, one finds the first normal equation, (1), the
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xt+1 = f(xt) (1)
x̄t = f̄(xt, x̄t+1)

=
∂f(xt)

∂xt
x̄t+1 (2)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9

f f f f f f f f
f

f̄ f̄ f̄ f̄ f̄ f̄ f̄ f̄
f̄

Fig. 2: Evaluation process of iteratively applying function f for t = 1 : 9 itera-
tions, f is called with state xt as the input and state xt+1 as the output. The
adjoint function f̄ of f computes state x̄t with respect to state x̄t+1 and xt. The
red down and up arrows mark a stored and restored state, respectively.

forward evolution. The second normal equation (2) is found via the derivative
of (3) with respect to xt, and gives a rule for stepping backward to compute the
adjoint variables. The initial value for the back-propagation described by (2) is
found as

x̄tf =
∂J

∂xtf

. (4)

Equation (2) shows why all states are necessary for computation of the adjoint
variables when ft is nonlinear (i.e. computation of ft(xt) will require knowledge
of prior states), and thus why checkpointing is an essential tool. A schematic of
computing the forward and backward problems is given in Figure 2.

The adjoint method has many applications throughout geophysical sciences.
Most notable are data assimilation, in which the cost function is a data misfit,
and sensitivity analysis, where the cost function is a physical quantity of interest.
In this paper, we employ the adjoint method for sensitivity analysis of solutions
to the Burgers’ equation.

1.2 Contribution

Checkpointing capability has been implemented in source transformation AutoD-
iff tools as well as popular differentiable programming frameworks for machine
learning. In this work, we show how languages that support code reflection or
metaprogramming can be leveraged to make checkpointing for AutoDiff of loops
fully transparent to the user. While we use the programming language Julia, the
various constraints and generalizations laid out in the design section Section 2
can be extrapolated to other programming languages. This significantly improves
the user experience for inexperienced AutoDiff users who run into memory bot-
tlenecks when differentiating their time-dependent numerical code.

We implemented our design in the software package Checkpointing.jl 5. It
currently supports
5 https://github.com/Argonne-National-Laboratory/Checkpointing.jl
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– automated generation of the store and restore for the checkpointed object
type,

– modular support of three checkpointing schemes: periodic, binomial, and
online,

– and modular support of two storage devices Array and HDF5 files.

1.3 Use Case: Burgers’ Equation

Checkpointing will be applied to the two-dimensional Burgers’ equation 6

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
= ν∇2u (5)

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
= ν∇2v (6)

where u and v represent the x and y velocities of a fluid and ν is the viscosity
coefficient. The equation is solved on a square domain, (x, y) ∈ [−L,L]× [−L,L],
with the initial velocities

u(0, x, y) = exp
(
−x2 − y2

)
, v(0, x, y) = exp

(
−x2 − y2

)
,

and Dirichlet conditions on all four boundaries

u(t, x,−L) = u(t, x, L) = u(t,−L, y) = u(t, L, y) = 0.

An identical boundary condition is imposed on v.
To discretize the system, we use a centered finite difference scheme in space

and an explicit forward Euler scheme in time.

Adjoint example Let Nx, Ny be the total number of grid points in x and y,
respectively. Using the notation from Section 1.1 we define the cost function

J =
1

Nx ·Ny

Nx∑
j=1

Ny∑
k=1

(
u(tf , xj , yk)

2 + v(tf , xj , yk)
2
)
, (7)

a measure of total kinetic energy in the system at the final time tf . The interest
then lies in computing

ū0 =
∂J

∂u(0, x, y)
, v̄0 =

∂J

∂v(0, x, y)
, (8)

the sensitivity of the final energy with respect to the initial velocities. A schematic
of computing the forward and backward problems is given in Figure 2, and Equa-
tions 1, 2 demonstrate why all states are necessary for computation of the adjoint
variables when ft is nonlinear (i.e. computation of ft(xt) will require knowledge
of prior states), and thus why checkpointing is an essential tool.
6 https://github.com/DJ4Earth/Burgers.jl
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2 Design Of Checkpointing.jl

The goal of Checkpointing.jl is to implement a fully transparent and flexible
solution for adjoint checkpointing in timestepping loops. This includes (1) the
automated store and restore of the checkpointed variables, (2) support of multi-
ple checkpointing schemes, and (3) support for various types of storage devices.

Model Object To achieve this goal, we define a standard structure in Julia of
such timestepped models. These codes use a context model object where the
state of the current model is stored. This style of writing code is very common
in Julia as it allows to dispatch methods on the object type using the language’s
multiple dispatch feature. In our case, the model type is Burgers as shown in
Listing 1.1.

Burgers struct

1 mutable struct Burgers
2 nextu::Matrix{Float64}
3 nextv::Matrix{Float64}
4 lastu::Matrix{Float64}
5 lastv::Matrix{Float64}
6 Nx::Int
7 Ny::Int

8 μ::Float64
9 dx::Float64

10 dy::Float64
11 dt::Float64
12 tsteps::Int
13 ...
14 end

Listing 1.1: Model datatype that the timestepping loop will be dispatched on.

The model includes a field of type Matrix for u and v and for each a next and
last storage place for the stencil where next is computed from last. In addition,
it includes all the model parameters ν, dt, dx, dy, and the grid size Nx and Ny.
Only the fields u and v need to be checkpointed. However, this requires the user
to manually specify all the variables that are required in the adjoint computation.
To alleviate this, we checkpoint the entire struct. This is an overestimation, but it
enables us to automate the adjoint checkpointing, rendering it fully transparent.
The assumption is that most of the memory required to store the struct is
associated with variables required in the adjoint computation.

To store the checkpoints Checkpointing.jl currently implements two storage
types. ArrayStorage <: AbstractStorage is used to store the checkpoints in
RAM whereas HDF5Storage <: AbstractStorage is used to store them in an
HDF5 file. For binary storage in a file we use Julia’s built-in Serialization
module to serialize the Burgers struct into disk-storable data. To extend Check-
pointing.jl with additional storage devices, one can easily add another storage
type derived from AbstractStorage and add an implementation of getindex
and setindex method for the storage device, which allows the [] operator to
be used for all stores and restores of a checkpoint with index i (see Listing 1.2).
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getindex

1 # Array storage implementation of
2 # right-hand read [] operator
3 Base.getindex(
4 storage::ArrayStorage{MT}, i
5 ) where {MT} = storage._storage[i]
6
7 # HD5 storage storage implementation

8 # of right-hand read [] operator
9 function Base.getindex(

10 storage::HDF5Storage{MT}, i
11 )::MT where {MT}
12 blob = read(storage.fid["$i"])
13 return Serialize.deserialize(blob)
14 end

Listing 1.2: Example of [] operator (getindex) for restoring ArrayStorage
and HD5Storage

Loops Relying on this abstraction, our timestepping loop is written as a for loop
over the number of timesteps with an advance function and a halo exchange
for the MPI implementation (see Listing 1.3). Note that the loop’s body can
be composed of any arbitrary code. In addition, Checkpointing.jl also supports
while loops. It is important that the loop iterator bounds for the for loop and
the variables in the evaluation of the while condition belong to the model object,
here burgers.tsteps.

Final energy with final_energy

1 function final_energy(
2 burgers::Burgers,
3 scheme::Scheme,
4 )
5 @checkpoint_struct scheme burgers
6 for i in 1:burgers.tsteps
7 advance(burgers)

8 halo(burgers)
9 copyto!(burgers.lastu, burgers.nextu)

10 copyto!(burgers.lastv, burgers.nextv)
11 end
12 return energy(burgers)
13 end

Listing 1.3: Timestepping loop implementation with a single time step
(advance), halo exchange using MPI (halo), and field swaps with Julia’s
copyto! function.

Differentiation of Loops via Expression Transformations In Checkpointing.jl we
treat for and while loops as just another function that can be differentiated
with the additional benefit of applying a checkpointing scheme that drastically
reduces the memory footprint for storing the intermediate values. To achieve this
we create a marco @checkpoint_struct that transforms for loops into function
calls (see Listing 1.4). Using this macro as a decorator in Listing 1.3 allows the
user to mark a loop to be differentiated using Checkpointing.jl by transforming it
into a function call that is differentiated based on a rule defined in Section 2. In
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addition to this transformation, we make a copy of the original model object and
create a shadow copy that is used to store the adjoints of the adjoint evaluation.

checkpoint_struct macro

1 macro checkpoint_struct(alg, model,
2 loop)
3 if loop.head == :for
4 ex = quote
5 shadowmodel = deepcopy($model)
6 function range()
7 $(loop.args[1])
8 end
9 $model = checkpoint_struct_for(

10 $alg,
11 $model,

12 shadowmodel,
13 range
14 ) do $model
15 $(loop.args[2])
16 end
17 end
18 elseif loop.head == :while
19 ...
20 end
21 esc(ex) # Return expression
22 end

Listing 1.4: Loop transformation

Now, we must make the AutoDiff tool aware of how to differentiate the
checkpoint_struct_for function call. Multiple efforts exist to standardize dif-
ferentiation rules. Most AutoDiff tools differentiate the language’s intrinsic op-
erations like arithmetic operations (e.g., multiplication, addition) and certain
special functions (e.g., cosine, sine). However, higher-level functions (e.g., linear
solvers) or rarely used special functions like BesselK [1] are rarely supported
out of the box and have to be defined as external functions. In Julia, the pop-
ular package ChainRules.jl [11] allows the specification of differentiation rules
which AutoDiff tools may then rely on to apply the chain rule. That way, the
differentiation rules do not have to be reimplemented for each AutoDiff tool.
We refer the reader to the manual of ChainRules.jl for the details on defining
such differentiation rules. In summary, it requires a user to define a rule for
forward mode differentiation (frule) and a reverse mode differentiation rule
(rrule). By defining those two rules, any combination of higher-order mod-
els using, for example, a forward over forward or forward over reverse model,
may be generated by an AutoDiff tool. Our reverse rule is presented in List-
ing 1.5. ChainRules.jl implements joint reversal (Figure 3) for external functions
(see [8] for more details). The outer loop AutoDiff tool will execute the aug-
mented forward run of the ’Before” block (green) and store all intermediate
values. When this tool hits the checkpointed loop it will apply our rule. The rule
is composed of the forward run implementing the original function (orange).
Then it defines a callback or pullback function that the outer AutoDiff tool will
execute once it has executed the reverse run (blue) of the ’After’ block. This
pullback will set the adjoints of the time loop shadow model to zero and then
copy the computed adjoints of the ’After’ block into the starting adjoints or
seeds of the time loop. Now, the augmented forward run (green) of the time loop
will be executed in checkpoint_struct_for, followed by the reverse run (blue)
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ChainRules.jl implementation

1 function ChainRulesCore.rrule(::typeof(Checkpointing.checkpoint_struct_for),
2 body::Function, alg::Scheme, model::MT, shadowmodel::MT,
3 range::Function) where {MT}
4 model_input = deepcopy(model)
5 for i in 1:alg.steps
6 body(model)
7 end
8 function checkpoint_struct_pullback(dmodel)
9 set_zero!(shadowmodel)

10 copyto!(shadowmodel, dmodel)
11 model = checkpoint_struct_for(body, alg, model_input, shadowmodel, range)
12 dshadowmodel = create_tangent(shadowmodel)
13 return NoTangent(), NoTangent(), NoTangent(), dshadowmodel, NoTangent(),
14 NoTangent()
15 end
16 return model, checkpoint_struct_pullback
17 end

Listing 1.5: Reverse rule for time loop

based on the selected checkpointing scheme. After the adjoints are computed,
they are again copied back into the respective seeds for the ’Before’ block using
create_tangent. Note that all other arguments of checkpoint_struct_for are
passive and do not need to be differentiated. This is marked by NoTangent().

Such a differentiation rule may be defined for other differentiation rule sys-
tems that may be general or AutoDiff tool specific. ChainRules.jl covers the most
general case, while other rule systems may include other attributes.

Fig. 3: Adjoining a time loop embedded into another code using ChainRules.jl.
(green) denotes an augmented forward run where all the intermediate variables
are stored. (blue) denotes a reverse run where the intermediate variables of the
augmented forward run are used for the evaluation of the adjoints. (orange) is
the original undifferentiated function evaluation.
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Modular Support of Schemes The package currently provides three checkpointing
schemes

– Periodic Checkpointing: For a computation consisting of l timesteps and
c available checkpoints, the periodic checkpointing scheme that stores the
input and the output of each ⌊ l

c⌋ iterations and restores them for computing
the adjoint [3].

– Binomial Checkpointing: For a computation consisting of N time steps
with the availability of c checkpoints, binomial checkpointing [2] gives a
formulation for the minimal number of time steps t(l, c), evaluated during
the adjoint calculation with t(l, c) = rl − β(c + 1, r − 1) where β(c, r) =(
c+r
c

)
and the repetition number r is the unique integer, such that β(c, r −

1) < l ≤ β(c, r). We have ported the software revolve for providing an
implementation of the binomial checkpointing algorithm.

– Online Checkpointing: In adaptive time-stepping procedures, the number
of time steps, l, is not known a priori. Periodic checkpointing and binomial
checkpointing are therefore not appropriate here. The online checkpointing
scheme determines during the first forward integration where a checkpoint
must be placed. Given the number of available checkpoints c, and the repeti-
tion number r, it is possible to determine the range of timesteps l for which
the online checkpointing scheme generates an optimal schedule [10]. We have
currently implemented the cases where r = 1 and r = 2.

Listing 1.6 gives an overview of the supported checkpointing schemes and storage
devices. The created scheme Scheme <: AbstractScheme has to be passed to
the macro @checkpoint_struct together with the checkpointed object.

Example code

1 checkpoints = 50
2 tsteps = 10000
3 # Storage in RAM
4 storage = ArrayStorage{Burgers}(checkpoints)
5 # Storage to disk with HDF5
6 rank = MPI.Comm_rank(MPI.COMM_WORLD)
7 storage=HDF5Storage{Burgers}(snaps, filename="$rank.chkp")
8 # Storage to on-node SSD with HDF5
9 storage=HDF5Storage{Burgers}(snaps, filename="/local/scratch/$rank.chkp")

10 # Our three currently supported checkpointing schemes
11 scheme = Revolve{Burgers}(tsteps, snaps, verbose=1, storage=storage)
12 scheme = Periodic{Burgers}(tsteps, snaps, verbose=1, storage=storage)
13 # No tsteps needed for Online scheme!
14 scheme = Online_r2{Burgers}(snaps, verbose=1, storage=storage)

Listing 1.6: Example of checkpointing schemes and storage object instantiations
based on the Burgers type
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3 Implementation

Our implementation is available at [9]. It currently supports three checkpoint-
ing schemes (Periodic, Revolve, and Online_R2). It distinguishes between an
outer AutoDiff tool for differentiating the code outside the loop and an inner
AutoDiff tool that is used to differentiate the actual loop body. Both tools
can be the same; however, the outer AutoDiff tool has to support differentia-
tion rules through ChainRules.jl. Consider the Burgers’ example, we apply the
@checkpoint_struct to the timestepping loop and the code computes the en-
ergy with the energy function (Listing 1.3). The outside code uses the AutoDiff
package Zygote.jl while the timestepping loop is differentiated with Enzyme.jl.
The loop body consists of an advance function implementing one forward time
step and halo implementing the halo exchange (see Section 3).

Enzyme [6,7,5] is an AutoDiff tool acting on the LLVM IR. It, therefore,
supports C++ and Julia alike, with the Julia package Enzyme.jl providing Julia-
specific support. The novel advantage of Enzyme is its optimization capabilities.
AutoDiff tools are usually not integrated directly into a compiler, but use either
language-inherent features like operator overloading or are implemented as a
separate parsing and generation process before the code is passed to the compiled
(source transformation). Enzyme, on the other hand, uses parts of the LLVM
optimization pipeline, then differentiates the code, and finally, this IR is again
optimized before the code is finally passed to the machine code generation. This
three-stage process adds unique performance capabilities to Enzyme that other
AutoDiff tools have trouble achieving.

In our example, we use Enzyme to differentiate the inner loop body. Any Au-
toDiff tool can be used here if it implements Jacobian-transposed vector prod-
ucts, which is the basic operation in the reverse mode of AutoDiff. Although
Enzyme.jl does currently not support ChainRules.jl, it is not a requirement for
the inner AutoDiff tool in Checkpointing.jl, and we can use it in our test case. A
similar differentiation rule system is in development for Enzyme.

Zygote.jl [4] is an AutoDiff package originally designed for machine learning.
As such, it lacks the support of mutation. This implies that in-place manipula-
tion of array elements is impossible and requires a code to be written without
any mutation, which our code outside the loop adheres to. Zygote.jl treats the
underlying LLVM IR as static single assignment code and allows the compiler to
highly optimize the generated differentiated code. However, due to its limitation
to immutable code, it is not well suited for numerical simulations where in-place
manipulation of values is common.

MPI The halo function uses MPI send and receives to do the nearest neighbor
halo exchange in all 4 directions of the 2D discretized Burgers’ equation. The
outside code uses MPI for the summation reduction of the local energy to the
global energy of the velocity fields u and v. Enzyme.jl has intrinsic support of
MPI, whereas Zygote is not aware of MPI. We added a ChainRules.jl rule for
the MPI reduction that allows Zygote to differentiate through this method for
the summation.
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4 Results

Our experiments are conducted on an HPE Apollo 6500 Gen 10+ based system.
Each node has a single 2.8GHz AMD EPYC Milan 7543P 32-core CPU with
512GB of DDR4 RAM and four Nvidia A100 GPUs connected via NVLink, a
pair of local 1.6TB of SSDs in RAID0 as on-node scratch disks, and a pair of
slingshot network adapters. For the timings, we used the Julia 1.8 built-in macro
@time and the BenchmarkTools.jl provided @btime. To maximize the throughput
of our code and avoid any overhead, we optimized it gradually based on PProf.jl
results. An estimate of the total memory footprint was reported by the maximum
resident memory through /usr/bin/time.

For the large-scale runs, we increase the grid size to (Nx, Ny)
= (10 000, 10 000). To achieve the same final state as in Figure 1 the number
of timesteps needs to be increased to 100 000. However, due to compute time
limitations, we reduce this to 10 000. This has no effect on the overall claims of
this paper. Other runtime parameters are dx = 0.01, dy = 0.01, dt = 0.001 with
100 ranks and a checkpoint size of 32MB.

The entire case of 10 000× 10 000 grid points is partitioned among 100 MPI
ranks. The goal of the increased resolution is to reduce the numerical error
introduced by the sharp gradients at the shock boundary in Figure 1. Each
node has 32 cores, so we distribute the 100 MPI ranks over 4 nodes which in
total have 2TB of RAM. Each rank gets a partition of the 106 points, which
amounts to roughly 8MB. Each Burgers object includes 4 of these fields: nextu,
nextv, lastu, and lastv. This gives us a total checkpoint size of 32MB, which
agrees with our observed disk checkpoint file sizes. To store all 10 000 time steps,
this would amount to 320GB per process or 32 TB for all 100 processes. This
implies that we cannot run our case without checkpointing at all because we
have only 2TB of RAM available. In Figure 4a and Figure 4b, we compare the
relative runtime and memory overhead of the adjoint computation compared to
the primal evaluation of the final energy. In addition, we use checkpointing to
RAM, to disk, and to a local on-node SSD drive.

The theoretical runtime is derived from the sum of additional forward steps
that binomial checkpointing requires and the joint adjoint reversal that is imple-
mented using ChainRules.jl (see Figure 3). Joint reversal incurs a cost of at least
a factor of 3 in integrating the loop function into ChainRules.jl. In addition, we
add the forward steps necessary for binomial checkpointing. If the number of
checkpoints equals the number of time steps tsteps, binomial checkpointing still
executes tsteps forward steps. So in the most optimistic case, we end up with
an overhead factor of 4. With fewer checkpoints than time steps, we can com-
pute the required forward steps laid out in the binomial checkpointing analysis
in [2]. The sum of all required steps gives us the theoretical overhead factor in
Figure 4a.

Each data point in the graph is computed from the average execution time
of 3 separate runs. We did not obtain results for the 250 checkpoints data point
of the ”Node SSD” storage device due to instability with HDF5. In general,
we are impacted by noise in our test runs. Due to compute time limitations,
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(a) The adjoint runtime overhead is the
ratio between the total adjoint computa-
tion and the total forward computation of
the original code Tf

Tr
for a given number

of checkpoints. The theoretical overhead is
based on an analytic formula in binomial
checkpointing and assumes no memory la-
tency. The random memory access of bi-
nomial checkpointing is expected to intro-
duce an overhead using RAM, disk, and
on-node SSD checkpointing.

(b) The memory reduction can be accu-
rately predicted as the memory needed
without checkpointing equal to the num-
ber of checkpoints times the object size di-
vided by the number of checkpoints time
memory times the object size ≈ tsteps

snaps . Due
to the object size being dominated by the
TBR variables of u and v, the difference
between theoretical and practical overhead
is negligible.

Fig. 4: Results of adjoint runtime overhead (a) and memory consumption (b)

we are unable to provide a thorough statistical analysis of this noise. However,
we can extract some patterns based on the results. First, we observe that RAM
checkpointing yields the fastest results with an overhead of around 10-12 between
50 and 250 checkpoints. There is no substantial benefit to increasing the number
of checkpoints beyond 50. Second, we have a general pattern from fast to slowest
of RAM, on-node, and disk checkpointing, with disk checkpointing being the
slowest and the one most impacted by noise since it is most affected by other
jobs running on the system.

The memory reduction is the total number of time steps divided by the
number of checkpoints. We measured 32MB per checkpoint per process. So mul-
tiplying the number of checkpoints by 32MB and by 100 processes gives the
actual memory requirement ranging from 64GB for 20 checkpoints up to 0.8TB
for 250 checkpoints. Due to MPI parallelism, this memory requirement is divided
among 4 compute nodes. This is a dramatic reduction from the 32TB required
for storing all 10 000 time steps. Moreover, on-node SSD and disk checkpointing
have the additional benefit of reducing the RAM overhead to zero, providing
more RAM for the actual application. This allows for a decrease in the num-
ber of partitions and potentially reduces the required compute time spent on
the run despite exhibiting a higher wall clock time. On-node SSD checkpointing
provides an overhead of around 13 with more regular runtime results than disk
checkpointing. Thus, it may provide the right compromise for this application.
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5 Conclusion

We have implemented an extendable and flexible time-loop checkpointing pack-
age in Julia that can be integrated into any code that supports AutoDiff based
on ChainRules.jl. According to their webpage, 6 AutoDiff tools currently support
ChainRules.jl, with more in the works. Our macro-based solution is non-invasive
and only requires the user to create a checkpointing scheme object with the de-
sired parameters and decorate the checkpointed loop with our
@checkpoint_struct macro. It relies on a common abstraction found in numer-
ical simulations where models are encapsulated in a single context object based
on a model type. Our results show the flexibility and performance of Checkpoint-
ing.jl illustrated by a canonical nonlinear PDE implementation of the Burgers’
equation that runs on a state-of-the-art supercomputer with minimal develop-
ment effort and without introducing any domain-specific language. It allows for
fast testing of various checkpointing schemes and storage devices. The user may
implement their own scheme or storage devices with a few lines of code without
worrying about the technicalities of the underlying AutoDiff tool. In theory, such
a package may be implemented in any programming language. However, the ac-
cess to expression transformation in Julia reduces the complexity for both users
and developers significantly, increases the modularity of the code, and avoids
any restriction to a domain-specific language. All available storage options in
Checkpointing.jl are currently implemented using synchronous reads and writes.
Furthermore, although binomial checkpointing has a random access pattern, it
does access the memory locations deterministically according to the binomial
checkpointing algorithm. We will investigate the asynchronous prefetching of
the next checkpoint concurrently with the adjoint computation relative to the
last checkpoint.
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